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2 of 2 review helpful and they enjoyed reading the stories By Linda This book is witty and hilarious I bought it for 
someone in med school and they enjoyed reading the stories Each chapter is really short and they re not really linked 
to each other so this is definitely a book that can be read for fun by a busy person such as someone in med school 
There s also a surprising amount of actual advice hidden in a book ai This oft quoted all time favorite of the medical 
community will gladden and strengthen the hearts of patients doctors and anyone entering medical study internship or 
practice With unassailable logic and rapier wit the sage Dr Oscar London muses on the challenges and joys of 
doctoring and imparts timeless truths reality checks and poignant insights gleaned from 30 years of general practice 
while never taking himself or his profession too seriously T From the Publisher The perfect gift for med students and 
grads as well as new and practicing physicians About the Author OSCAR LONDON MD is the pseudonym of an 
internist who practiced in Berkeley California for 30 yea 
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